RAY-BAN FALL / WINTER 2016
Introducing new flat gradient lenses and shapes – Ray-Ban, an Icon reinvented since 1937

The Ray-Ban Fall/Winter 2016 collection focuses on contemporary details and modern lens variations for a fresh new perspective on
unmistakable design. Always striving to live up to the pioneering spirit of Ray-Ban, the collection underlines the brand’s unparalleled
ability when it comes to pushing the limits – presenting revolutionary lenses and innovative features to redefine the essence of
authentic style and enhanced performance.
Building on key styles from the collection, three main themes dominate the FW16 offer: Ray-Ban Round, Gradient Flash Lenses and
the Double Bridge. The revolution of this season is the Ray-Ban round transformation: the brand introduces new flat crystal lenses in
flash gradient colors and new Oval and Hexagonal shapes. Whilst the Ray-Ban Clubmaster family see an introduction of fine aluminum
combined with golden metal profiles, rich bi-layer acetates, matt finishes and up-to-date flash gradient lenses, for an all-encompassing
approach to two of the most iconic Ray-Ban designs.
Finally, the double bridge of the iconic Ray-Ban Gatsby is reinterpreted in fine metal, bridging the gap between distinctive looks,
contemporary optical style and state-of-the-art Tech frames. Featherweight combinations of Light Ray technology and titanium redefine
a best performer round nylon fiber shape, as well as featuring on two new shapes for a first-time-ever metal double bridge-on-optical
combination.

FW 2016 – Style that goes far beyond the ordinary

ROUND EVOLUTION
RB3447N
New flat crystal lenses in sophisticated gradient flash colors, including gray, wisteria, light
blue and copper, add an edgy, modern look to the authentic shiny golden metal profiles,
coining and super slim temples of a classic Ray-Ban Round shape for an up-to-date take on
iconic style with unisex appeal.

RB3548N
A distinctive new Hexagonal shape reinvents the classic golden metal profiles of an iconic
round Ray-Ban frame, while new flat crystal lenses in toned-down gradient flash colors –
including copper, wisteria, gold, gray and light blue – as well as a classic G15 green lens
option, reflect the iconic spirit of this fine frame from a fresh perspective.
RB3547N – RX3547V
This new oval sun style presents classic golden metal profiles with coined details and super
thin temples for unisex appeal, while premium quality flat crystal lenses in new gradient flash
colors – including copper, wisteria, gold, gray and light blue –, and monotint G15 green add
an iconic touch to contemporary style. Also available as an optical frame in arista, gunmetal,
shiny black and bronze.

CLUBMASTER FAMILY
RB 3016 – RX5154
Featuring the characteristic Clubmaster brow bar construction with slender, linear temples, a
golden metal bridge with engraved details and distinctive 3D elliptical rivets add an accent
of classic style. Up-to-date flash gradient lenses in copper, red, green and blue are paired
with bi-layer shiny red/havana acetate, to reflect the contemporary spirit of an authentic
legend, while the optical version is available in fresh frame colors, including black, Havana,
red and violet layered over textured camouflage for an edgy finish.

RB 3507
The Ray-Ban Clubmaster never fails to surprise: 100% contemporary gradient flash lenses, cool
aluminum and rich golden accents reinvent the rock ‘n roll energy of an icon for a contemporary
perspective on statement style. Cool gradient flash mirror lenses in copper, green and blue
combine with cutting edge brushed aluminum on the brow bar and shaped temples, and
classic golden metal on the bridge, rims and 3D rivets.
RX6317
Sleek modern styling transforms legends of Ray-Ban design into new icons of modern style:
Clubmaster Metal. Sophisticated brushed tones of blue, brown and gunmetal alternate on
the characteristic brow bar and slender, linear temples combine with engraved details on the
bridge for a fine, understated look.

DOUBLE BRIDGE STORY
Best performer and brand new nylon fiber shapes with ultra-thin metal temples feature an ultra-fine reinterpretation of the original
Ray-Ban Gatsby double bridge for a new execution of high performance contemporary style.
RB4266
Advanced technology, super fine titanium and top quality gradient flash lenses transform
this unisex shape into a featherweight model of contemporary style. Thin nylon fiber rims in
shiny/ matt finishes, a titanium double bridge and titanium temples with screw-less Light
Ray hinges offer ultra-light resilience and comfort. Available in gray with gray mirror lenses,
brown with gradient brown lenses, black with green lenses, shiny Havana with copper flash
lenses and matt black with green or blue mirror lenses.
RX7097
Inspired by the original Ray-Ban Gatsby, this modern optical style raises the bar with a fine
metal Double Bridge on an optical style for the first time ever. Thin nylon profile profiles in
trendy transparent tones of gray, fuchsia, turquoise, black, brown and havana, are coupled
with a super fine metal double bridge in either bronze or golden metal for unisex appeal and
easy to fit contemporary style.

RX7098
Fresh new shapes and stylish double bridges redefine Ray-Ban optical style. This distinctive
squared nylon fiber frame features an unusual angled shape, ultra-thin metal temples and a
metal double bridge. The varied color selection features easy to match, toned down colors like
gray, brown, black and havana, as well as a modern turquoise, and is matched with bronze
or golden metal details to offer an up-to-date look.
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Luxottica Group S.p.A.
Luxottica is a leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of fashion, luxury and sports eyewear. Its portfolio includes proprietary brands such as Ray-Ban, Oakley, Vogue Eyewear,
Persol, Oliver Peoples and Alain Mikli, as well as licensed brands including Giorgio Armani, Burberry, Bvlgari, Chanel, Coach, Dolce&Gabbana, Michael Kors, Prada, Ralph Lauren, Tiffany
& Co. and Versace. The Group’s global wholesale distribution network covers 150 countries and is complemented by an extensive retail network of over 7,000 stores, with LensCrafters
and Pearle Vision in North America, OPSM and LensCrafters in Asia-Pacific, GMO in Latin America and Sunglass Hut worldwide. In 2015, Luxottica posted net sales of approximately Euro
9 billion and approximately 79,000 employees. Additional information on the Group is available at www.luxottica.com.
Safe Harbor Statement
Certain statements in this press release may constitute “forward looking statements” as defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such statements involve risks,
uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those which are anticipated. Such risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, the
ability to manage the effects of the current uncertain international economic outlook, the ability to successfully acquire and integrate new businesses, the ability to predict future
economic conditions and changes to consumer preferences, the ability to successfully introduce and market new products, the ability to maintain an efficient distribution system,
the ability to achieve and manage growth, the ability to negotiate and maintain favourable license agreements, the availability of correction alternatives to prescription eyeglasses,
fluctuations in exchange rates, changes in local conditions, the ability to protect intellectual property, the ability to maintain relations with those hosting our stores, computer system
problems, inventory-related risks, credit and insurance risks, changes to tax regimes as well as other political, economic and technological factors and other risks and uncertainties
referred to in Luxottica Group’s filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. These forward looking statements are made as of the date hereof and Luxottica Group does
not assume any obligation to update them.

